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Abstract-Whole body PETtCT, a well established imaging
method in nuclear medicine for the clinical evaluation of a wide
variety of metastatic cancer malignancies, commonly involves
static scanning over multiple beds. Recently, we proposed a
clinically feasible transition of whole-body PETtCT imaging to
the dynamic domain, by acquiring (i) an initial 6min dynamic
scan over the heart, followed by (ii) an optimized sequence of
whole-body PET scans, allowing for quantitative whole body
parametric imaging. Comparative evaluation of parametric and

SUV

images indicated enhanced contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR)

but also higher noise for the parametric images. The objective of
this study is to further improve parametric image CNR to
enhance tumor detectability, by limiting noise in the estimates,
while

enhancing

contrast

and

quantitative

accuracy

of

parametric images. For this purpose, we utilize the weighted
correlation coefficient (WR) of the kinetic model (Patlak) fits at
each voxel to determine the cluster of voxels, where (i) advanced,
as opposed to conventional, statistical parameter estimation, (ii)
spatial smoothing or (iii) thresholding is applied. Thus, we
facilitate the integration of whole body parametric imaging into
the

clinic

as

a

competitive

alternative

to

SUV.

Through

quantitative analysis on selected tumor regions of the resulting
images, we show enhanced CNR when ridge regression is applied
only to voxels associated with high WR, while ordinary least
squares

(OLS)

and WR driven post-smoothing is performed to

the rest. This hybrid regression method yields reduced mean
squared error in tumor regions, compared to

OLS.

In addition,

by setting the WR threshold level in the range [0.85 0.9], CNR is
further enhanced for tumor regions of high WR. Finally, for the
same type of tumors, hybrid regression also achieves higher
CNR, compared to

SUV,

when the last two dynamic frames are

omitted, allowing for shorter acquisition times.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE clinical diagnosis and treatment response assessment
a wide variety of cancer malignancies have shown
significant progress, thanks to the establishment of whole
body PET/CT imaging in nuclear medicine [ 1]. Standardized
uptake value (SUV), a surrogate of metabolic activity, has
been employed in clinical PET imaging as the standard metric
to quantify the injected PET tracer uptake rate over multiple
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beds, covering the whole body [ 1]-[3]. Because SUV imaging
involves static PET acquisition, at least one hour post
injection, it cannot capture the dynamics of the tracer activity
distribution [4]-[ 16]. On the contrary, dynamic PET imaging
scans the subject over time and accounts for the tracer kinetics
in the blood plasma (input function) and the tissues of interest
(time activity curves - TACs) to achieve more quantitative
estimates of the uptake rate [ 17]-[19]. However, it is limited to
single bed acquisition without sufficient clinical adoption.
Recently, we proposed a novel dynamic whole body PET
data acquisition protocol composed of (i)an initial 6min
dynamic scan of 24 frames over the heart, followed by (ii)a
sequence of six whole body scans, each consisting of seven
beds, each scanned for 45sec [20]. The collected four
dimensional (4D) data are utilized, within the framework of
Patlak linear graphical analysis modeling, to quantitatively
estimate, via ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, the
kinetic macro-parameters of tracer uptake rate Kj (slope) and
blood volume V (intercept) at each voxel, ultimately
producing whole body PET parametric images. Quantitative
analysis of the resulting images demonstrated significantly
enhanced tumor to background contrast in parametric Kj
images, particularly for twnor regions surrounded by
relatively high background activity concentration, such as the
liver, where SUV performed relatively poorly. Contrast-to
noise ratios (CNRs) were also improved, relative to SUV, but
not as significantly as the contrast alone, due to high noise
levels induced by voxel-wise parameter estimation [2 1].
The objective of this study is to further improve parametric
Kj image CNR in twnor regions to enhance detectability, by
limiting noise in the estimates, while constraining bias to
maintain the high contrast and quantitative accuracy of
parametric imaging over SUV. For this purpose, we calculate,
at each voxel, the Patlak kinetic weighted correlation
coefficient, quantifying the degree to which the dynamic data
fit the Patlak linear model. Subsequently, we implement a
hybrid regression method, aiming to limit the noise and the
bias in both tumor regions and their surrounding background
tissues, by selectively applying the appropriate regression
method at each voxel, based on the associated kinetic
correlation coefficient. Furthermore, we propose post
smoothing of parametric images, driven by kinetic
correlations, to avoid introducing bias in twnor regions
jeopardizing quantitative accuracy. Finally, if the task only
involves tumor detectability, parametric image thresholding
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for a range of correlation based threshold levels is
investigated, to further enhance CNR at the cost of
quantification [22].
By enriching our proposed 4D whole body PET imaging
protocol with the above enhanced image generation methods,
we facilitate integration of whole body PET parametric
imaging into the routine clinical PET environment, as a
competitive alternative to SUY. Whether the observer's task is
CNR (diagnosis) or quantitative accuracy (treatment response
monitoring), we present a generalized whole body PET
parametric imaging framework equipped with appropriate
statistical enhancement tools, enabling it to address both
challenges simultaneously.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
We propose a set of advanced statistical parameter
estimation methods capable of efficiently utilizing the
additional kinetic correlation information provided by the four
dimensional (4D) kinetic data acquired by the following
acquisition protocol.
A.

Fig. I. Visualization of the simulated geometry configuration in GATE
(left) and the 40 XCAT phantom activity map for whole-body acquisition

The dynamics of the FDG activity distributions were
simulated by employing a two-compartment four-parameter
kinetic model equipped with realistic kinetic parameter values,
as obtained from the literature for a number of tumor and
background tissue regions [25]-[34].
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the two-compartment model of FDG tracer uptake.

Cp(t), C/(t) and C2(t) are the tracer concentration in plasma, free (reversible)

Dynamic (4D) whole body PET data acquisition scheme

Previously, we presented a novel dynamic whole body
PET data acquisition protocol for the GE Discovery RX
18 _
F
clinical whole-body PET/CT scanner, based on
radiolabelled tracers, such as FDG. The total acquisition time
for this scanner is approximately 45min and consists of two
subsequent time phases [20]:
(i) an initial 6-min single-bed dynamic scan over the
heart region comprised of 24 frames with the
following time sequence: ( 12 frames) x ( 10sec) + ( 12
frames) x (20sec), in order to later acquire, from the
images, the early dynamics of the tracer activity
distribution in the blood plasma (Cp(t) or input
function), followed by
(ii) six subsequent whole-body scans (passes), each
lasting approximately 6min and comprised of seven
beds, each scanned for 45sec, to capture the late
dynamics of the tracer activity distribution (C(t) or
time activity curve - TAC) in all voxels.
This acquisition protocol was simulated extensively in the
current study to validate our proposed methods. Moreover, it
was applied on six clinical whole body FDG patient studies to
demonstrate clinical feasibility of whole body PET parametric
imaging.

and metabolized (irreversible,k4

=

0) compartments respectively.

TABLE T. FDG KINETIC MICRO-PARAMETERS
KJ

Regions

0.864
0.243
0.108
0.044
0.6

Normal Liver
Liver Tumor

Normal Lung
Lung Tumor

Myocardium

k2

0.981
0.78
0.735
0.231
1.2

k3

0.005
0.1
0.016
1.149
0.1
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The proposed protocol has, previously, been optimized in
terms of noise vs. bias performance through an extensive
Monte Carlo simulation study. GATE, a well validated
Geant4-based simulation package, has been used together with
the XCAT anthropomorphic torso voxelized phantom to
generate a dynamic sequence of three dimensional (3D)
attenuation and activity maps [23]-[24].

V

In this study, we have used the same tools and set-up to
simulate the optimized dynamic acquisition of a more generic
attenuation and FDG activity distribution, now including two
groups of tumors, one for the liver and one for the lung, at the
same field of view (FOY). Each group consists of three
spherical tumors with a 15mm, 10mm and 5mm diameter
respectively. A new set of kinetic micro-parameters (K" k2' k3
and � and Yp) , obtained from the literature, was employed to
simulate a more characteristic set of liver and lung tumor as
well as background tissue kinetics [25]-[34]. The same kinetic
parameters were used for all tumors of the same type.
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Fig. 3. Noise-free input function and TACs generated by an FDG
compartmental model with realistic kinetic macro-parameters
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The simulated dynamic PET projection data were later

( p xl) vector of p 2 unknown regression parameters and
(n xl) vector of experimental errors, following the normal

is

2.l open source software, using 2 1 subsets [35]. The data had

distribution.

been pre-corrected for scatter and random, while the
normalization

and

attenuation

correction

factors

X= [ f�Cp(T)dT Cp(t)], Y=C(t) ,�=[Ki,v]
y = X�+E, E[E] = 0 , E[I:I:'] = 0"21"

were

incorporated into the system matrix used for reconstruction.

According to the proposed dynamic PET acquISItIOn
protocol, the complete input function,

Clt) ,

at the blood

plasma region and the later part of the time activity curves,

Crt), at

by equation (5), which minimizes the sum of the squares of
the residuals (RSS) q:> (�OLS) .
�OLS= (X'Xr' X'Y

metabolic rate Kj and the blood volume V are estimated, via

t '? t (t'

(5)

' (y - X� OLS)

lP ( �OLS) = (y-X� OLS)

ordinary least squares (OLS) method from the Patlak linear
equation ( 1), for

(4)

� is the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator �OLS' given

each voxel are acquired. Subsequently, the tracer

*

(3)

The conventional estimator for regression parameter vector

Patlak graphical analysis modeling

C.

E

=

reconstructed with OSEM algorithm, as implemented in STIR

(6)

is defined as the time after which

The OLS estimator is the best linear unbiased estimator

relative equilibrium is attained between the vascular space and

(BLUE), i.e. its expected value is equal to the true unknown

reversible compartments in tissue) [36]-[39]:

regression parameter vector �, and has the minimum variance
among all linear unbiased estimators, when

C(t) _ . S;Cp(T)d T
> t*
Kj
+V,t_
Cp ()
t Cp(t)

( 1)

present context of dynamic whole-body PET imaging, as it

is normally

distributed. Hoerl and Kennard emphasized on the properties
of the eigenvalues of

Patlak is a powerful graphical analysis technique in the

E

X'X [4 1]-[42]. Consider L I

the distance

of �OLS from its expected value �. They demonstrated the
limitations of OLS for ill-conditioned problems, by noting:

only requires the measurement of each voxel time activity
curve after kinetic equilibrium is attained, thus alleviating the
need for dynamic scanning of all beds within the first few
minutes post injection, which is not feasible in scanners with
limited axial FOV. Now, the kinetic micro-parameters (KJ, k2'
k3 and

�) estimation problem reduces to linear regression

where only the macro-parameter

i.e. k4=0). These conditions are often met in routine FDG
scans for tumor regions, associated with high uptake rate. On
contrary,

in

background

the p

=

2 eigenvalues of

X'X

are expressed as follows

K, has to be determined, by

assuming certain kinetic conditions (irreversible tracer binding

the

The expected squared distance of �OLS from � is actually
the definition for the mean squared error (MSE) of �OLS' If

tissue

regions,

(8)
then the average and the variance of the squared distance of
�OLS from �is given, respectively, by

usually

characterized by low activity uptake rate, these kinetic

VAR[ r;]= 2

assumptions may not hold (e.g. reversible binding i.e. k4:;t0).
Yet, in this case, PatIak has been shown to underestimate
uptake rate in the background, yielding enhanced tumor to
background contrast [40].

0"

2

4 I (l/AS > 20"4/ A�j"
(=1

( 10)

Equivalently, the expected squared length of �OLSis:

)

'
' L =��
E�L�
+0"2 Trace(X'xt

(

D. Ordinary Least Squares Parameter Estimation

o s

o s

( 1 1)

Thus, in the case of ill-conditioned problems, where

Let us formulate Patlak linear eq. ( 1) in the bi-Iinear form:

Amm « 1, the lower bounds for the mean and variance of the

(2)

squared distance of �OLS from �, as well as for the length of

By considering equations (2) and (3), we can arrive at the

�OLS' becomes very high. The least squares solution is often

standard model for multiple linear regression (4), where it is

characterized by regression parameters of high absolute values

(n x p) known matrix of rank p 2, Y
(n xl) vector of n = 6 known predictor variables, � is

sensitive to noise in the measurements. In the domain of PET

assumed that X is
is a

=

parametric imaging, where regression estimation is conducted
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Note

at the voxel level, inducing high levels of noise, such non
orthogonal conditions may often be present.

that

=

The OLS method requires boundless assumption for the
possible range of estimated values to achieve unbiased

when

the

ridge

parameters

are

zero,

I3SRR I3CRR 130LS· Hoerl and Kennard have shown
I3SRR has shorter squared length than POLS for k *" 0 , i.e.
=

(l6)

estimation with the minimum RSS. However, in the case of
ill-conditioned problems, this requirement may lead to
unbiased regression coefficient estimates, with very large
variance and consequently, large MSE (MSE
Variance +
2
Bias ). The regression parameter vector is surely finite and
=

mild boundedness can potentially reduce variance to a great
extent, at the expense of a little bias [43].
Ridge regression is such an example of a biased regression
scheme, where a major reduction in variance can be obtained
by allowing for a small bias, resulting in an overall reduction
of the MSE.

The MSE or, equivalently, the expected squared distance
of

I3SRR

from true regression parameter vector pis:

E [ L�SRR ] = E (I3SRR -13)' (I3SRR -13)

[

a2L��IA.,J(A, +k)2 +el3'(X'X+kIpt 13
(l7)
ylSM (k) +y�RR (k)
The fust term, y,SRR (k) , represents the total variance of
the elements of I3SRR ' while y�RR (k) is the squared bias
=

k

parameter

Hoerl and Kennard introduced ridge regression

(RR) to

circumvent many of the difficulties associated with OLS when

]

=

I3SRR

introduced when

E. Ridge Regression Parameter Estimation

POLS .

is used instead of

Ridge

is a free parameter and can be optimized to

minimize MSE.
Total variance decreases, while squared bias increases with

relatively small positive values, the ridge parameters, to the

k . In fact, Hoerl and Kennard have shown that y,SRR (k)
y�RR (k) are continuous, monotonically decreasing

diagonal elements of the

increasing functions, respectively. Moreover:

applied to non-orthogonal problems. They proposed adding

X'X

matrix. The simplified ridge

regression (SRR) involves a single ridge parameter

k

}�� (dyiSM /dk) = -2a2L��,(l/A;2)

added

to all p diagonal elements, yielding the following simplified
ridge estimator [4 1]-[42]:

lim

k�O+

I3SRR =(X'X+kip r X'V , k > 0

(l2)

On the contrary, if an independent ridge parameter is
added to each of the diagonal elements of
generalized ridge regression

(GRR) is applied:

X'X

the

The subscript
Kp

P

in the notation of the 2x2 ridge matrix

indicates that, in

GRR scheme, all ridge parameters are

optimized in the original space of

P regression

y,SRR (k)

Thus,

has

approaches, at the origin

parameters.

Later, a methodology is proposed to optimize the ridge

a

and

(l9)

negative

derivative,

(k � 0+ ) , -4a2

nearly unit eigenvalues, or approaches

and

(l8)

(dy;M /dk) =0

-«)

which

when X'X has

when X'X is ilI-

Amin« 1 . On the contrary,

conditioned, i.e. when
(l3)

that

y;M (k)

has a nearly zero derivative at the origin. Thus, we can afford

k

adding a small positive value of

and tolerate a little bias,

while dramatically reducing the variance and the MSE in the
estimation. Furthermore, Hoerl and Kennard have shown that
::3 k >

0 , subject to

k a2/
<

amax

'

such that:

parameters, through an orthogonal transformation. In the case
of SRR, optimization of ridge parameter

k

does not require
Thus, there exist admissible values of ridge parameters

this transformation.
By combining eq.

(5) with eq. (l2) and (l3), it is obvious

that ridge regression estimators are linear transforms of the
ordinary least squares estimators
(l4)

(l5)

k>0

PSRR

such that the MSE of ridge regression estimator

is smaller than the MSE of the OLS estimator
conclusions also apply to GRR.

130LS . All above

The linear regression problem, as defined in Eq. (4), can be
X'X is
diagonalized. Suppose an orthogonal matrix D D' = D-' such

transformed
that X'X

=

to

an

orthogonal

DAD' , or D'X'XD

=

are the eigenvalues of X'X. Let
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space

where

(

)

A, where A = diag( �,�)

X·

=

XD

and

a =

Dip be

the transformed versions of the regression matrix and the

(X*)' X*

regression parameter vector. Now

=

A

is a diagonal

matrix. The canonical form of the linear regression problem is:
Y=X*a+E

(2 1)

The OLS as well as the SRR and GRR estimators for the

K�.

necessarily true for

K"

diagonal matrix

However, when all elements of the

are equal to

reduced to SRR. Then,

k

DK"D' = K"

(kia =k, i = 1, 2) , GRR is
and K� =K", i.e. both

matrices are diagonal and the orthogonal transformation is
obsolete. To summarize:

canonical form are provided below:

(33)

[(x*)' X*r (X*)'
aSRR [ (X*)' X*+ r (X*)' ,k
aGRR [ (x*)' X*+K" r (X*)'
aOLS

=

kIp

=

(22)

Y

(23)

and

the

transformed

space

>0
E

(25)

XD

IlGRR

=

E

a.

=

E

(72 L��I,1i /(� +kiu )2 +L��Iki�ai2 / (� +kiu )2

minimizing MSE (IlGRR)

= MSE

dE[ LicRR (K) J/dK

(aGRR), are

k ia

(29)
(30)

ai '

ki '

i = 1, 2 ,

determined by

as indicated by Eq. (36),

which

(72

are

and the true

both unknowns.

Therefore, Hoerl and Kennard ( 1970), in the context of
generalized ridge regression,

proposed to

corresponding unbiased estimators,
the set of optimal

kGRRi

6-2

and

a

utilize

OLSi'

their

to estimate

ridge parameters:
(37)

where
(3 1)

a

OLSi

is the

K" :

OLS estimator of

element of

=

=

by the statistical degrees of freedom
(7

a

K" in

n

-p (p = 2) :

( llo=.:.) ...'-( -:----.:..:
llo .:...
s:: ) .:...
2 = -'------'
---')
Y -X

LS '

(

n-

Y -X

p

L

(38)

In the context of SRR, Hoerl and Kennard proposed

(32b)
Thus, in GRR we can calculate the ridge parameters

aOLS D'1l0LS' the unbiased
'
a D Il, while 6-2 is the unbiased OLS

'h
i

estimate of the regression error, derived by dividing the RSS

K� =DK"D' , eq. (32a) can be rewritten:
OLSmax

' the maximum of the elements of

the optimal

kHK_GRR

is diagonal, this is not
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aOLS' to determine

ridge parameter:

the orthogonal space and transform them back to the original

K� =DK"D' . Note, while K"

'

(35)

= o.

depend on the regression error variance
regression parameters

A

space:

(34)

By substituting

t X'Y

can be expressed with respect to

By considering

E

[(I}GRR -I}), (I}GRR -I})] [(aGRR -a)' (aGRR -a)]

However, the optimal values
(28)

in eq. (24), we derive:
aGRR =D' ( X'X+DKaD'

Now,

=

-

to indicate optimization in the orthogonal

space, utilizing the parameter vector
=

[(I}SRR -I}), (I}SRR I})] [(aSRR -a)' (aSRR -a)]

(27)

Note that, in the case of GRR, the free ridge parameter

'

[L7GRR (ki) ]

solving:

IlGRR = arg �min ( Y -XIl)' ( Y -XIl)+ Il'Kpll
'
aOLS =argmin
" ( Y -x'a) ( Y -X'a)
aSRR = arg "min ( Y -x'a)' ( Y -X'a)+a'klpa
aGRR = arg "min ( Y -x'a)' ( Y -X'a)+a'K"a

X

E

In the case of GRR, the optimal values

1l0LS = arg �min ( Y -XIl)' ( Y -XIl)

K"

=

=

minimize the following objective functions:

matrix is noted

respectively, because

=(J'2I.��IA)(Ai +k) 2 +eI.��lai 2 /(Ai +k ) 2

The three estimators in the original space

IlGRR ),

[L�SRR (k) ]

(24)

( 1l0LS ,IlSRR and
( aOLS,aSRR' aGRR )

aGRR,

and

IlSRR and IlGRR are equal

orthogonal transformations maintain distances. Thus:
E

Y,

K" =diag(k1a,k2a) ,k,a

aSRR

to the MSE of
>0

Y

=

The MSE of the parameter vectors

kHK-SRR

=

6-2
-a 2
OLSmax

(39)

Hoerl, Kennard and Baldwin ( 1975) later utilized the
harmonic mean of the estimated ridge parameters [44]:

degree of Patlak correlation: the high (hWR) and low (lWR)
kinetic correlation clusters.
Voxels belonging to the hWR cluster are more likely to be

(40)

associated with high uptake rate regions, such as tumors and
the myocardium, or regions with sufficient count statistics and
smooth TACs. On the contrary, the IWR cluster is expected to

Lawless and Wang ( 1976) introduced an alternative SRR
estimator within the Bayesian framework [45]:

include voxels with noisy TACs, from regions with low count
statistics, or insufficient Patlak correlation, often present in

(4 1)

background regions, such as the liver.
G.

1=1

Kibria (2003), also in the context of SRR, proposed
based on the geometric mean of the

ki

kGM'

ridge parameters [46]:

Hybrid regression
Our first proposed method, hybrid regression (hyR),

selectively applies conventional OLS estimation, followed by
post smoothing, to the IWR cluster, while, for the hWR

(42)
An alternative approach for the optimization of the ridge
parameters employing generalized cross-validation (GCV) has
been presented by Golub et al ( 1979) [47]. They proposed an
SRR estimate, minimizing the objective function below:

cluster, advanced ridge regression without post smoothing is
implemented.
In the IWR cluster the reconstructed PET images exhibit
positive bias (overestimation), induced by the non-negativity
constraint of the OSEM algorithm in regions with low count
statistics, also resulting in overestimation of the tracer uptake
rate in the parametric images [49]. On the other hand, in
certain background regions, where reversible tracer binding

(43)

may apply,

Patlak actually leads to underestimation[30].

However, the overall effect is overestimation, as we have
systematically
where

GGCV_SRR (k) = X (X'X+nkIp t X' .

This is a rotation

invariant version of PRESS estimate [48].

quantified.

Moreover,

the

noise

in

the

parameter estimates is relatively higher. Therefore, unbiased
OLS estimation followed by post-smoothing is sufficient to
reduce the positive bias and the noise in the background. On
the contrary, in the tumor regions, where the quality of the

F.

Kinetic correlations based clustering

kinetic statistics is sufficient, we apply ridge regression to

The weighted Patlak correlation coefficient (WR) of the

achieve lower MSE in the estimates without post-smoothing.

kinetics at each voxel is calculated in order to quantify the
goodness of fit of the tracer kinetics to the Patlak model. By
setting in eq. ( 1)
Xi

=

Xi

and

Yi

'

i = 1,

f� Cp(r)dr/Cp(t)

...

'Yi

,n

=

=6

as follows:

C(t)/Cp(t)

Hybrid
information

regression
to

utilizes

efficiently

the

match

kinetic
advanced

correlation
statistical

estimation methods with the appropriate regions in order to
ultimately enhance CNR as well as quantification in the

(44)

parametric images.

we can calculate kinetic WR from the following equation [ 13]:

WR =

W, W,X,Y, L W,X, L W,Y,
[�W'�W'X,2 (�W'X,)2][�w,�w,Yi (�W,y,)2]
L L
"

_

-

"

H.

(45)

_

Kinetic Correlation Driven Thresholding
The voxels of the hWR cluster contain most of the useful

kinetic information required in PET parametric imaging. On
the contrary, the IWR cluster voxels do not provide reliable
data and may be thresholded to zero without significant loss of

The derived kinetic correlation image is utilized to group

diagnostic information to enhance tumor contrast and

all voxels into two clusters by comparing their associated WR

detectability. However, thresholding may have large impact on

value with a user-defined threshold level. Thus, two clusters of

diagnostic

image voxels are shaped, each characterized by a certain

determined by the kinetic WR threshold level, is crucial to

image

quality

and

appropriate

ensure sufficient quantification after thresholding.
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clustering,

�GRRSC = (X'X+K� )-1 (X'Y+K��sc)
=(X'X+DKaD't (X'Y+DKaD'�SC)

Therefore, the choice of the appropriate threshold level
should be specific for each study and depend on the statistical
quality and signal distribution in the images. We propose
examining a range of threshold values [0.7,0.95] and,
subsequently,

selecting

the

value

associated

with

the

The MSE for the SRRSC and GRRSC schemes are
presented below:

E[ L�SRRSC (k)] E[(PSRRSC p)' (PSRRSC -P)]
= c/I��, AJ (A; +kY +k'I��,(a; -aSCiY I (A; +k)'

maximum CNR.
1.

=

In current section we present an alternative ridge
regression scheme equipped with a spatial constraint (SC) in

accommodate constrained optimization as follows :

IIsRRSC =argmin(Y-XII)' (Y-XII)+(II-lIsJ' kIp (1I-lIsJ
�

(46)

IIGRRSC =argmin(Y-XII)' (Y-XII)+(II-lIsc)' K� (II-lIsc)

(47)

�

PSRRSC = (X'X+kIp r (X'Y+kPsc) ,k > °

)

exist K such that:

In addition, the spatially constrained estimator approach
�sc as the ridge parameter approaches -too . Thus, if the spatial

constraint is a sufficiently "good prior", SRRSC and GRRSC
potentially limit the bias, achieving smaller MSE compared to
SRR and GRR, respectively.
The optimal ridge parameters minimizing MSE are

[2
(K)J/dK = ° � k GRRSCI =
dE [ �GRRSC

(48)
(49)

aSRRSC =argmin(Y-X'a)' (Y-X'a)+(a-asc)' kIp (a-asc)

(50)

aGRRSC = argmin(Y-X'a)' (Y-X'a)+(a-asJ' K. (a-asJ

(5 1)

[(X·) X·+Kn r [(X y Y+K.llsc]
,

'

>

0

2

( a, -aSCI )2

(58)

By replacing the optimal ridge parameters, we achieve, for

(59)

[
EL

2

'GRRSC

(k

GRRSC,.

)]

=

2

,L�,

(

a-

AI

+a-

2

2/(

aI -aSCI

)2

)

<

MSE OLS

(60)

The MSE achieved by optimizing the ridge parameters is

(52)

smaller than MSEoLS' suggesting an advantage of ridge
regression over OLS in terms of MSE.
An equivalent collection of methods to estimate the

(53)

K. = diag(k'a,k,J , ka; > 0
The

(j

both GRR and GRRSC, MSE values smaller than OLS:

Equivalently, in the orthogonal space:

p

(56)

determined by solving the following equation:

The optimal solutions are provided next:

[(X·)' x·+kI r [(X·)' Y+ klJscJ, k

2

conclude that, if our spatial constraint asc is selected such as
.
.
2
'
2 .
,,2
,,2
< L..;� a; , I.e. If asc IS a "good pnor", there
L..;� l ( a; - aSCi
I

bOLS' Essentially, we only smooth the voxels belonging to the
lWR cluster. Now, the objective function is reformulated to

) I(A; +ka; )'

By comparing the MSE in eq. (34), (35), (55) and (56) we

estimate and the shortest its length. By adding a penalty term

construct our prior image �sc by applying kinetic correlation
driven post smoothing on the initial OLS estimated image

)

= (j2 I�=, A; (A; +klQ 2 +I�=, k;: (a; -aSCi
C (k
GRRSC (k
rGRRS
,
Ql )+ r,
lQ )

ridge regression estimate is located from the unbiased OLS

In our proposed PET parametric imaging study we

I

(55)

=

the values of the ridge parameters employed, the further the

each estimate, within a range from a prior.

(

-

=

[50]. In the case of unconstrained ridge regression, the larger

to the ridge regression optimization problem, we can constrain

r,SRRSC (k)+ r;RRSC (k)
PGRRSC p)' PGRRSC -P)]

E[ L:SRRSC (K)] E[(

order to limit the additional bias induced by ridge regression

aGRRSC =

-

=

Ridge Regression with spatial constraint

aSRRSC =

(54)

optimal ridge parameters from the data is proposed below for

JJGRRSC estimators can also be directly expressed with
Ka, as follows:

the constrained regression:

respect to
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kHK.-GRRSC i =

'
(j2

(aOLSi -aSCi)2

(6 1)
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Finally, we implemented a mixed GRRSC GRR
regression scheme, which utilizes the GRR optimal ridge
parameters (eq. 37) within the GRRSC framework (eq. 53) to
reduce the penalty term in the objective function (eq. 5 1) and
avoid the strong enforcement of potential "bad priors".

The set of parametric K; images, produced by our proposed
methods, is compared against the true parametric image, as
derived from OLS estimation on true PET
frames.

numbe of OSE M iterations

r
4.- -- �::��
��::=-� f· ··�O�LSS_

(66)

100

150

Subiteration Index

(21

OSEM

200

... · SRRSCGCV-

250

subsets)

Fig. 4. Quantitative analysis of large (15mm diameter) liver (top) and lung
(bottom) tumor CNR for our proposed parametric K; imaging methods,
against the SUV.WR driven post-smoothed OLS is not shown, because it
exhibits same performance as GRRSC

The effect of kinetic correlation driven thresholding on the
simulated images is illustrated in Fig. 5 and 6. As we observe
from the images, and quantitatively confirm from the
subsequent CNR analysis, there is a range of WR threshold
levels [0.8-0.9] for which the CNR is maximized, while for
higher WR, contrast and quantification are deteriorated.

K;
between our proposed
3. Image
methods,the true K; image and the SUY (GATE simulation data reconstructed
with STIR OSEM algorithm,21 subsets,5 iterations).

Results demonstrate superior CNR performance of
parametric imaging over SUV in hot regions with high but
constant background, such as the liver tumor and the
myocardium. The quantitative analysis of the simulated data
for the liver tumor shows best CNR for hybrid regression
(hyR) method, while post-smoothed OLS and GRRSC also
performed very well (Fig. 4, top). On the contrary, SUV
resulted in higher CNR in lung tumors, where the tumor and
background activity levels are low (Fig. 4, bottom).

Fig. 5. Simulated images illustrating the effect of kinetic WR driven
thresholding on PET parametric imaging
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Liver ContrasHo·Noise

ratio vs.

regions of interest (ROIs) and measured for each noise
realization the spatial mean over all ROI voxels.
Subsequently, we calculated the ensemble RMSE of each ROI
mean, over all noise realizations.

weighted Correlation Coefficient based threshold (%oJ
10 .---�--�---�-

Liver Tumor ensembled RMSE vs.
number of OSEM iterations
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Fig. 6. Quantitative analysis of liver tumor CNR in parametric Ki images
for various WR threshold levels, against CNR in SUv. The latter CNR is
independent of the threshold,but is plotted for comparisons.

The total acquisition time of whole body PET parametric
imaging can be significantly reduced by not acquiring the last
one or two from the total six whole body PET scans described
by the protocol, essentially omitting one or two of the late
dynamic frames at each bed. The effect of limiting the
acquisition time on the measured liver tumor CNR of the final
parametric images, with respect to SUY, is presented
qualitatively and quantitatively in Fig. 7 and 8.
The image quality is affected as we gradually omit the last
frames, however, from the quantitative CNR analysis, it is
found that we can afford skipping the last two whole body
scans and still achieve superior CNR with respect to SUY
when hybrid regression, OLS followed by WR driven postconstrained���.���
..
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Fig. 9. Ensemble RMSE analysis in liver tumor vs. number of OSEM
iterations for different parametric Ki images. Post-smoothed OLS performance
is not shown,because it is very similar with GRRSC.

The results in Fig. 9 for the liver tumor suggest that GRR
achieves the lowest RMSE, while GRRSC is associated with
higher estimation errors. OLS estimation without post
smoothing induces intermediate RMSE, however, as we have
shown above, both GRR and OLS CNR performance is poor.
On the contrary, hybrid regression, reduces MSE to
intermediate values, even lower than OLS, while it
significantly enhances CNR compared to GRR and OLS.
Moreover, compared to WR driven OLS post-smoothing and
GRRSC, hybrid regression achieves similar or better CNR by
maintaining lower MSE levels. Therefore hybrid regression
has better CNR vS. MSE performance and is more efficient in
addressing the challenges of both tumor detectability and
quantitative treatment response monitoring. Finally, the mixed
GRRSC GRR scheme did not enhance CNR further than
GRRSC or hybrid regression, while it is associated with MSE
levels between those two schemes.
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Fig. 7. The effect of utilizing 6, 5, 4 or just 3 dynamic frames per bed for
three different estimation methods in whole body PET parametric imaging
(simulated data)
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Fig. 8. Quantitative analysis of the effect of omitting late acquisition
frames on a medium-sized liver (lOmm diameter) CNR in parametric
imaging, against SUv. SUV CNR is independent of the number of dynamic
frames and is plotted only for comparisons.

In order to assess the degree of quantification in the Kj
estimates of PET parametric images, we defined a set of
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Fig. 10. Clinical whole body PET parametric Ki images, obtained with GE
Discovery RX scanner, compared against SUV image

A clinical whole body FDG PET study involving six
patients has been conducted at Johns Hopkins PET center to
demonstrate clinical feasibility and provide validation of the
proposed methods in clinical environments. All patients were
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scanned according to our proposed 4D whole body acquisition
protocol, followed by a conventional SUV scan 60min post
injection.
Our enhanced statistical estimation methods were applied
on the OSEM reconstructed images to produce whole body
PET parametric K; images, as illustrated in Fig. 10 for one of
the patients. OLS, hybrid regression and GRRSC exhibit
higher contrast than SUV in a lung tumor region. Also the
liver background signal is effectively removed in most of the

Fig.II.Clinical demonstration of the effect of (left) kinetic correlation
driven thresholding and (right) reduction of dynamic frames on clinical whole
body PET parametric imaging

In Fig. 1 1 both the effects of kinetic correlation driven
thresholding (left), for a number of WR threshold levels, as
well as the removal of later acquired dynamic frames from the
estimation method (right) are demonstrated in clinical setting.
We observe significant CNR enhancement, even by simple
visual inspection, in tumors with well defined boundaries,
when correlation based thresholding is applied. Moreover
contrast and quantification is maintained in the parametric
images, when removing the last one or two dynamic frames,
allowing for shorter acquisition times of 30min.
IV. CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSION

body PET parametric imaging framework with flexibility in
terms of which task challenges to address. In addition, if WR
is selected carefully to enhance CNR vs. MSE performance
through hybrid regression, we have shown that performance in
both the tasks of tumor detectability and tumor quantification
when monitoring treatment response can be significantly
enhanced. Moreover, hybrid regression allows for shorter
clinically adoptable acquisition times when the tumor true
contrast is sufficient. Finally, mixed GRRSC GRR scheme
achieved better MSE than GRRSC, however it could not
outperform the MSE and CNR performance of hybrid
regression.
Our results suggests that the proposed whole body PET
parametric imaging framework is clinically feasible,
quantitative and competitive to SUV, particularly in tumor
regions surrounded by high background activity, such as the
liver and the neck. On the contrary, in certain tumor regions
involving low activity concentration, it is not performing
satisfactory yet. Therefore, we propose clinical adoption of
parametric imaging, complimentary to SUV, to enhance both
the reliability and the content of diagnostic PET information.
_
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